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Poduct Feature – Device Security
With the increase in number and diversity of mobile devices being used for work, today businesses face
complex challenges to maintain mobility with access to sensitive company data. As employees access
corporate data from anywhere and at anytime, it becomes important for businesses to safeguard company
data and information.

So, with mobile devices becoming a necessity for most business operations, certain features in gadgets may
need to be regulated to prevent or limit misuse under special circumstances.

Now, consider this …
Your employees are accessing sensitive company data and confidential information via Smartphones and Tablets.What if
the mobile device gets lost or falls into wrong hands?You are concerned about the possible misuse of sensitive company
data—confidential information, classified papers, financial documents, research work, etc.—if the gadget is misplaced or
stolen. Again, an employee swaps or changes the SIM provided by the company … or, the SIM is taken out of a lost or
stolen mobile device.Apart from the possibility of losing your company’s sensitive data and your employee’s personal
information, you are concerned about exposing confidential data regarding your channel partners, vendors, company
associates, and customers.Again, an employee, for whatever reason, has opted for manual sync facility overriding
administration directives for automatic, scheduled syncing of files.You realize this may negatively impact the safety
and security of sensitive company data and the smooth synchronization of data across devices.You are concerned …
How to remotely locate the mobiledevice and activate data wiping, locking, and device siren in case the gadget is lost or
stolen? How to receive SIM swap or change notification? When required, how to remotely perform force sync in mobile
devices?

This is where MobiOcean becomes your trusted companion. In a mobile-driven environment, comprising mobile
workforce and mobile devices, MobiOcean helpsbusinesses to effectively and effortlessly managegadgets being
used to access sensitive company data.
With MobiOcean, businesses can ensure the security of mobile devices by using ‘Remote Triggers’ for locating the
device and activating device siren, locking, data wiping, force syncing, etc.
Presenting a robust security mechanism, MobiOcean allows organizations to:

Activate Phone / SD Card Data Wipe

Deletes data and performs factory reset in mobile gadgets in case they are lost or stolen

Avail Device Sire

Triggers a siren to help track the missing device

Avail Remote Lock

Ensures remote locking in mobile gadgets in case they are lost or stolen

Locate Device

Updates the latest location of the device; shares location report with option to select range of hours / days / weeks

Receive SIM Swap / Change Notification

Shares alerts in case the SIM is swapped or changed

Perform Force Sync

Allows the device to be forcefully synced with the server

Allows the device to be forcefully synced with the server
MobiOcean allows the Administrator to regulate the security of mobile devices efficiently and directly from a central console. Offering
both ‘on-premises’ and ‘in the cloud’ mobile device management solutions, MobiOcean helps companies to remotely locate a mobile
device, perform preventive functions in case a gadget is misplaced, and protect company data and personal information in case a device
is lost or stolen.
Looking for efficient mobile device security? Your search ends with MobiOcean.
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